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Abstract.

Starting from biological systems, we review the interest of active perception for

object recognition in an autonomous system. Foveated vision and control of the eye

saccade introduce strong benefits related to the differentiation of a ”what” pathway

recognizing some local parts in the image and a ”where” pathway related to moving

the fovea in that part of the image. Experiments on a dataset illustrate the capability

of our model to deal with complex visual scenes. The results enlighten the interest of

top-down contextual information to serialize the exploration and to perform some kind

of hypothesis test. Moreover learning to control the occular saccade from the previous

one can help reducing the exploration area and improve the recognition performances.

Yet our results show that the selection of the next saccade should take into account

broader statistical information. This opens new avenues for the control of the ocular

saccades and the active exploration of complex visual scenes.

1. Introduction

Understanding and interpreting our visual environment is a complex and energy-

consuming task. Making the most of their physical resources, biological systems exploit

different neural mechanisms to reduce the computational load [1, 2, 3, 4], in an attempt

to make the rich input stream of data more manageable [5]. For instance, humans

build their internal visual representation by integrating successive samples of the scene,

focusing their attention on the parts carrying the most relevant information [6]. The

eye itself is a testimony of this selective information, with the highest acuity located at

the fovea and decreasing at the periphery of the retina.

As a result, a parsimonious exploration of the visual scene involves complex neural

mechanisms to move the gaze with an eye saccade [7, 8, 9] in order to sample the visual
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information efficiently on the fovea. In a relative minimum of time, this process allows

to know where to look at and to predict what we should expect [10, 11].

Autonomous systems designed to operate in the real world face the same level of

complexity. However, most of the state-of-the-art perception methods rely on powerful

convolutional neural networks (CNN) which remain heavily based on the traditional

sliding window paradigm [12, 13, 14, 15] and thus highly ressource-consuming. Even

though reducing the CNN computational cost has been the subject of several recent

investigations [16, 17, 18], all proposed methods still analyze the image exhaustively. As

a result, CNN feature extractors [19, 20] tend to monopolize most of the computational

resources, while their training notoriously requires a substantial amount of annotated

data.

To reduce the computational load, several works [21, 22] highlighted the benefits

of limiting the complex recognition process to regions of interest previously detected by

a less costly operator. In a similar way, other methods [23, 24, 25] start by extracting

points of interest in the image. Yet, those approaches compute the recognition features

for all detected regions of interest [26, 27], resulting in a high computational cost when

dealing with a complex scene. Furthermore, they assume that the visual information

would be fully available at once, which is not always the case in particular for a perceptive

agent evolving in an open world with a narrow field of view.

Going even further, other approaches draw inspiration from biological systems

to propose attention-based strategies [28]. They consider the dynamic aspect of

the perception process where an intelligent agent actively gathers samples from the

environment where it carries the most relevant information . With the common goal of

guiding a virtual fovea to the most important parts of the visual scene, they question

whether a gaze movement control could be modeled from bottom-up low-level visual

features (in a main saliency map [29, 30, 31]) or from top-down factors to optimize a

predefined visual search task [32, 33, 34, 35].

Our work is inscribed in the active perception paradigm, tackling the visual object

search problem from its computational constraint. We take inspiration from the way

superior vertebrates are able to acquire the right amount of information by focusing

their attention on the most relevant parts of their surroundings.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section I, we show that a

mobile eye with a logarithmic topology is an energy-saving sensor, which encourages to

focus on a specific point of interest, like an object corner. In Section II, we conclude

that with only a small part of the whole image processed, several samples should be

analyzed for a robust recognition. We discuss how various exploration strategies should

impact the performances and the resource consumption.

In section III, we present the Active Vision Architecture as an artificial neural

network architecture to support our arguments. As illustrated in Figure 1, the proposed

model processes sequentially small samples at various locations in the image. In

this regard, it follows a conventional feature extraction - feature grouping - object

hypothesis/verification - object recognition pipeline [36, 37, 38]. We model the first
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Figure 1. General presentation of an active vision architecture perfoming an object

recognition task. An iterative process extracts and store local features over time, while

the captured information guides the exploration at each step. The system gradually

accumulates evidence and emit hypotheses, until the confidence in the object identity

is reached.

stages of the visual cortex to extract focus points and explore them sequentially.

Then, this serial inspection performs two independent operations: the localization and

the recognition of a target object. We model the object localization from the joint

contribution of several neural fields. In parallel, the sequence of extracted local samples

builds up a robust dynamic representation of the object for its categorization, formed

by a merged sensori-motor information (”what” and ”where”) similar to the models

proposed by [39, 40]. Finally, the same architecture is used to illustrate an example of

learning a reflex saccade directly from the visual stimulus.

In section IV and V, we assess the viability of the model for an object recognition

task. We evaluate its accuracy on a dataset of static images, on which we perform online

incremental learning from only a few examples per object class to successfully localize

and identify a target. More precisely, we will show the capabilities of a sensorimotor

approach for object recognition, and we underline that the motor pathway of an active

process provides a rich and more robust information, compared to a passive visual

content. Then, we highlight the gain in computational cost compared to a state-of-the-

art deep neural network (DNN). The chosen DNN is a typical example of a massively

parallel processing architecture. With this comparison we highlight the core differences

between an exhaustive and a parsimonious approach, and how it translates during the

training and the inference. Finally, we evaluate the impact of a top-down saccade

control strategy. We identify in which scenarios it actually succeeds or fails to improve

the speed and accuracy of the model. The benefits and limitations of such a system

open discussion to different strategies of saccade control in section VI.

2. The physical constraints of the visual system

We start by reviewing the intrinsic physical limitations of any agent endowed with

visual perception. To detect the presence of a particular object, a first possible solution

is to perform a parallel search of the target in the whole image. Thus, localizing an

object would imply to duplicate the neurons sensitive to this object for each possible

location in the image. In practice, it can be modeled by a convolution of the whole

image with the different 2D views of the object that would represent all its possible

variations of size and orientation, multiplying the number of convolutions accordingly.

Therefore, dealing exhaustively with all the possible translations, scales, rotations would

require a prohibitive‡ amount of computational resources [41], which would grow at least

‡ in a classical 640x480 image, for an object projected on a 40x40 pixels area in 2D, then 264000

neurons are necessary to detect its best correlation in the image taking into account the convolution
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proportionally with the number of objects [36]. In this way, Tsotsos et al. first conclude

to the need of a recognition from a partial visual input and a sequential attention

mechanism. It turns out to be coherent with the anisotopic anatomy of the eye and the

retina. Indeed, to make the connection with the biology, the latter can be seen both as

a constraint and an advantage for an attention mechanism. On the one hand, it can

be imagined as the evolution of a large high resolution visual sensor which preferred

to concentrate the maximum number of photoreceptor in its center. On the other

hand, the high number of receptors in the fovea gives a high resolution information,

while the periphery gives a more global information sufficient to guide the focus [3]. In

practice, the anatomy of the retina makes straightforward that in order to have access

to a substantial amount of information, an agent can only accumulate samples from the

whole visual input by guiding the fovea on several parts of the scene.

One way to model the discrepancy in the number of photoreceptors between the

center of the retina and the periphery is to model the number of photoreceptors as a

logarithmic function decreasing according to the eccentricity in the image, and more

precisely by a log-polar distribution having its origin located at the center of the fovea

[42, 43, 44].

Interesting properties of the log-polar distribution are exposed in appendix ??. At a

global level, those properties prove useful for object recognition [45, 46, ?], in particular

if the system can focus on the gravity center of the object as the origin of the log-

polar referential. However, because the log-polar transform is highly dependent on the

location of its origin, the system would become sensitive to occlusions or perturbations

that would shift the position of the object gravity center. Hence, a more stable approach

is to focus on peripheral corners and more generally on the end of lines.

Because an angle keeps its general shape after a rotation, a small skew or

scale change, a focus point obtained by this method remains stable even after those

geometrical transformations. In the primate visual cortex V1, receptive fields of cells

from the primary cortex correspond to gabor-like functions that allow to detect oriented

contour and end of lines. Thus in the following, to extract intersections as interest points,

we model the primary visual area V1 ( with a gradient computation and a convolution

with a DoG filter ).

From a more general point of view, focus points can be deduced from other image

properties, as soon as they observe an abrupt change (visual motion, color). However,

for the sake of simplicity and without any loss of generality, we will only consider the

local gray-level contrast in static images for the rest of the paper.

On a side note, it is interesting to note that in the absence of corners, the focus

points would not be stable with this method, making the object recognition impossible

as observed in [47].

problems related to the borders
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3. Performing an object recognition task

3.1. Scanpath : the visual perception as an exploration process

From the considerations of the previous section, we ask here how the visual information

should be retrieve, as we now assume that an object recognition is achieved from a local

view extracted around a given focus point. However, if we consider a complex object,

then a single point might not be enough to recognize it [48], all the more if we take into

account that the actual object area covered by a region of interest at a peripheral corner

can be small. Consequently, an agent would need to gather additional information at

several other locations in its environment. Now, if we suppose that it might have a

limited number of visual sensors, then this recollection of visual information would have

to be sequential.

Hence, we consider here the visual perception as a dynamic inspection of a scene.

It leads to the idea of an agent that would analyze and further recognize an item

by exploring sequentially several of its focus points, gradually accumulating evidence

toward a threshold of decision. And for the following, the sequence of the explored local

views will be referred to as a ”scanpath”.

The task is not trivial when the object is found in a complex scene. Indeed, in the

presence of other items presenting potential focus points of their own, the system has

to find the relevant points among an important number of less significant ones. The

primate brain seems to have found a way of discriminating particular regions in its visual

field as evidence of saliency has been found in the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) [49].

From a more generic point of view, two different approaches can be described. First, an

exhaustive exploration of all the points surely insures to ”see” at least once the desired

object but can lead to a prohibitive processing time. On the opposite, a second solution

would selectively prioritize the most relevant focus points (i.e. richer in information).

Considering a particular object as a target, it is an active strategy that optimizes

the quantity of acquired data [50]. It would bring two benefits:

- a gain in processing time : if we assume that we know where to look to inspect

a particular item, then the number of local views required for its recognition should be

reached faster if we concentrate the focus only on it

- a gain in the quality of the recognition : the same way, looking only at the wanted

target filters out any risk of false detection on information coming from the background

or other foreign objects. Such a strategy requires a particular mechanism to favor its

respective focus points, and later in the paper, we will tackle the subject with a learning

approach.

A trade-off between those two representative strategies would be a random

exploration of the image focus points.

Also, notice that robustness to occlusion implies a non-predefined scanpath, i.e.

the freedom to explore the points in any particular order depending on the situation.

Previous works [7, 8] corroborate those ideas, observing that when in search of an

object the primate visual system moves its gaze from fixations to fixation, until it falls
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approximately within the target [51].

A sequential exploration of the scene implies an inhibition of the already explored

areas. This inhibition of return mechanism is modeled by a dynamical memory which

stores the position of the previous saccades in an environmental referential [52, 53], more

precisely object-centered [54].

For the following, we look into a ’spotlight’ mechanism of selecting the visual

information, regardless of whether it is done internally or by an actual physical

movement of the eye. Furthermore, we will map those virtual saccades in the absolute

referential, as we consider a static camera.

3.2. Integrating the information for the recognition

The question remains on how to make use of the information gathered at each

exploration. Interestingly, two types of information are available after each ocular

saccade, and previous works already established that separate cortical pathways are

independently responsive to the content and the spatial information [10, 55]. After

each saccade, the projection of the retina image on V1 provides a local view that can

be recognized and named as the what information. At the same time, the position of

the eye in the orbit or in the head referential is defined as the where information. We

suppose the what to be computed in the inferotemporal cortex, while the control of the

where is related to the parietal cortex. Following the idea of a sequential processing

(see previously), it is straightforward to assume that we need a buffer to integrate the

information gained at each local processing. Previous work [39, 40] observed that some

areas in the hippocampus appear to be sensitive to both what and where information.

Therefore, we tend to assume that a reliable representation of an object would be linked

to a coherent combination between the what and where. Nevertheless in section 5.2, we

question if a partial information integration could be enough in some cases to make an

efficient object recognition.

4. Model and methods

In this section, we illustrate the above-mentioned mechanisms with the Active Vision

Architecture (AVA) model, a neural architecture based on the work presented in [56].

This model has previously been exploited for navigation and object classification in a

robotic context [57, 58, 59]. Here, we wish to utilize it for an object detection task in

a set of complex static images. It is a general architecture which virtually reproduces

the sequential analysis of local views, as explained in the previous chapter, and learns

to performs three distinct operations (as depicted in Figure 2): the object localization,

its recognition (or ’classification’, as in the traditional computer vision vocabulary) and

a proposition of the next saccade.

Beforehand, we train the model with several discrete views of the object, from which

local views are extracted and stored as prototypes for further use (for more details on
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Saliency
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Recognition
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Plastic link
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RepresentationSTM
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Figure 2. General architecture of the proposed system. The model performs three

operations (a) The object localization (b) The object recognition (c) The control of

the next saccade. Those three aspects are to be detailed respectively in 4.1, 4.2 and

4.4. The processing of the focus points being sequential, short-time-memories (STM)

buffer the information over time.

how we characterize the latter, see section ??). Afterwards, for a given focus point in

a new observed scene, a similarity measure between the new local view and the learned

prototypes provides a local cue about the object presence and identity in the image

(Figure 2.a). Furthermore, rather than basing the recognition solely on a single sample

from the input, the accumulated information over several focus points builds up an even

more robust representation of the input to recognize (Figure 2.b). Finally, from the same

extracted feature, the system learns to direct its gaze to another focus point belonging

to the relevant object, regardless of any external perturbation (Figure 2.c). In this work,

we use a general learning module combining an unsupervised phase of categorization

which serves a dictionary of features for a second supervised learning phase (for more

details, see ??).

The following subsections detail the neural implementations and mechanisms

performing the object localization, the object recognition and the next saccade

proposition.

4.1. Object localization

To estimate the object position, we integrate the responses from neurons coding the

relative distance of local views to the centroid (center) of the object. For better

understanding, those neurons are organized in a way that respects the topography of

the input image. If there is a spatial coherence in the found local views, the sum of

responses coincides in a localized peak response. In addition, to insure robustness to

small translation variations, we convolve the neural responses with a Gaussian kernel,

equivalent to spread the neural activities over a neural field. Figure 3 illustrates this

principle, with various level of recognition of a simple square-shaped object.

The AVA model learns to predict the object pose from the successive processed

local views, and can be understood as an associative learning between their signature
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vector and the object center position. Figure 4 illustrates the architecture for the object

pose retrieval. For the sake of readability, only the y dimension is represented, while

the model performs the operation in two dimensions.

First, the learning phase is realized with the object isolated in the image (a), to

insure that all the learned local views actually belong to the object. Moreover, to free

ourselves from the need of a groundtruth, the object is centered in the image. That

way, learning the absolute position of a local view (i.e. distance from the zero of the

allocentric referential) is equivalent to learn its relative distance to the object center.

The position of the currently explored focus points is coded in a neural 2D map,

and a winner-take-all (WTA) mechanism combined with an inhibition-of-return process

guarantees the sequential exploration of each point. Hence, during the learning phase: a

neural group (Figure 4.b) codes the relative position of the object center from the current

explored focus point. A neural group learning from the Least-Mean-Square (LMS) error

(c) associates this position to the respective local view coded in a Self-Adaptive-Winner

(SAW) neural group (d) from its signature vector (see details in section ??). The section

?? details the definition, learning rules and equations for both LMS and SAW neurons.

The SAW is a first stage of categorization which presents all the input local views as

orthogonal vectors for the LMS.

During the test phase: as the position predicted by the LMS is relative to current

focus point, we simply obtained the actual absolute position of the object center after

shifting LMS value by the position of the currently explored focus point and we code

it in a neural group (g). A Short Time Memory (STM) group (h) accumulates the

LMS responses over all the focus points, and we simulate a neural field by summing the

neural activities convoluted with a Gaussian kernel (not represented in the figure) for

more robustness. Finally, a WTA competition (i) gives the position of the object center

(j), as it should emerge as a coherent object.

During the training phase, the SAW learns a dictionary of categorizing features:

it stores a local view prototype in each of its neurons, coding the input vector in its

associated weights.

During the test phase, the SAW performs a similarity process : the local view

signature is projected onto the space formed by the learned prototypes. After a WTA

mechanism, only the neuron corresponding to the most similar feature is activated.

In addition to the location of the object, this object pose retrieval corresponds to

the reconstruction of a visual referential [60] or ’zero’ for the ’where’ pathway, as a basis

to build an invariant representation for the object recognition.

4.2. Internal object representation - Merging the ’What’ and ’Where’ informations

Figure 5 illustrates how the ’what-where’ paths are merged in the AVA model for various

local views extracted from an inspected object.

With the group (b) representing ’what’ has been recognized and the group (c)

representing ’where’ it has been captured, a one-by-one product is performed (equivalent
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Figure 3. Principle of pose estimation with integration of neural activities: (a) four

neurons learn to predict the center of a square object, when they encounter its four

corners (b) when the square is translated the four predictions move accordingly, and

the position of the activity accumulation predicts the center of the square position (c)

the four corner are less recognized, but they still induce a peak of activity around the

square center (d) when the object is incoherent, the sum of the activities is not high

enough to highlight the position of the square.

[Local view]
(SAW)

[Object center
position] Integration

Δy

(a) WTA
[Final

response]

Neuronal plastic link

[Center prediction]
(LMS)

(b) (c)

(d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Δy Δy ycenter

Wpos

ycenter yfin

Neuronal non-plastic link

STM

[Absolute pos.]
(shift)

Figure 4. Localization principle with an integration architecture -detailed view of

Figure 2-a : (a) a local view is analyzed on an object to localize (watch). During the

learning phase: a neural group (b) codes the position of the object center and serves as

a supervision signal for the Least-Mean-Square neural group (LMS) (c) which learns to

predict the relative position of the object center from the respective local view coded

in a Self-Adaptive-Winner neural group (SAW) (d). During the test phase: the group

(c) predicts the relative position of the local view coded in (d) to the object center.

The neural group (e) shifts it to code the absolute position in the image . A Short-

Time-Memory (STM) (f) integrates the responses for all the explored focus points. A

coherent object center emerges as a winner in a Winner-Take-All (WTA) group (g),

and the object center of mass is localized (h)
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Figure 5. Internal object representation for recognition -detailed view of Figure 2-b.

(a) illustrates an object (watch) and a sequence of four focus explored. A neural group

(b) codes their respective xi positions. (c) a neural group (SAW) codes the local view

from their signature vectors. The neural group (d) represented as a 2D map illustrates

a one-to-one multiplication between the first two local views processed and the position

of their respective focus points, while a STM allows to integrate over the whole image

exploration.

Section 5.2 evaluates if a system can recognize an object if relying solely on the positions

of the focus points, the local views, or the fusion of both.

to an ’AND’ logical operation), so we obtain a neural map (d) where a particular neuron

is activated only when a specific local view is perceived at a given location, in the input

image.

A short-time-memory mechanism maintains the activities of the neurons,

integrating the information on N iterations, until a reset is triggered at the next visual

scene to inspect. So the ’what-where’ group, can be represented as a matrix of neurons

M computed as:

M =
N∑
i=1

Reci.Loc
T
i (1)

where Rec and Loc are respectively the vectors of recognitions and locations.

Over the exploration of N focus points, this group induces a pattern of neural

activities which can be categorized by any classification mechanism.

4.3. Recursive feedback inhibition to deal with multiple objects

From the previous sections, the object localization (section 4.1) appears as a focus

mechanism for the object recognition (section 4.2). As the system is strongly based on

attention and competition mechanisms, dealing with multiple objects a the same time

is intrinsically incompatible. So in order to detect multiple targets, we use a recursive

inhibition process each time an object is successfully detected. Figure 6 illustrates

how the object class recognition provides an inhibition feedback that filters out the

contribution of redundant inputs. During the training phase, a neural group associates
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the local views to the class of the object they belong to (Figure 6.b). That way, during

the test phase, the system is able to assume which object it is analyzing. An one-to-one

multiplicative operation (or ’AND’ logical operation) with the last recognized class is

then used to inhibit the local view at the localization process. This filtering process is

the result of a point-to-point multiplication between two neural groups of the same size:

xf = x1 × x2 (2)

In other words, if an incoming local view is assumed to belong to an already detected

object, then it will not contribute to the localization of a new item. Consequently, the

system should not focus on a previoulsy found target.

By extension, this recursive inhibition allows to cycle through all the learned object

classes or can be used as a top-down factor to target specific objects.

 
 
 
 

 

[Local views]

(             )Obj.
Recognition

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

(             )Obj.
Localization

[Obj. class]
(groundtruth)

Feedback loop

inhibition

[Classifier]
(LMS)

‘Wrist 
watch’

[Obj. class]

‘Watch recognized’
Neuronal plastic link

Neuronal non-plastic link

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 6. Feedback inhibition loop to manage multiple objects: During the learning

phase, the neural group (b) associates the local views coded in the neural group (a) to

the object they belong to, in a supervised fashion (c) (see ?? for the details). During

the test phase : A multiplicative process (e) is performed between the predicted class

in (b) and a feedback return from the object recognition (d). The result is an inhibition

process for the Object localization (f). That way the system should not focus on a

particular object if it has already been detected.

4.4. Learning the scanpath

With the benefits of an actively controlled scanpath already exposed in section 3.1, we

propose below a strategy within the AVA model to illustrate our arguments. Because the

system learns with an isolated object, we expect the scanpath to follow natural saliency

highly different in the test image than the train image. Indeed, in a natural cluttered
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Figure 7. Learning of the next saccade -detailed view of the figure 2-c. (a) illustrates

an object (watch) and a sequence of two focus points explored. A neural group (b)

codes their respective yi positions. (c) a WTA neural group position of the current

focus point, from where a local view is processed. An inhibition of return (d) allows the

sequential processing of the points, as the winner in the group (c) will be the second

focus point at the next iteration. Though, taking in account the inhibition at the same

iteration gives the position of the next focus point, coded in the group (e). During

the learning phase, a LMS group (g) associates the relative position of the next point

coded in (f) to the current local view coded in the SAW group (h). During the test

phase, the absolute position of the next saccade is obtain by shifting (i) the position

given by the LMS from a new input local view. This position can be used instead of

the one provided by the (c) group to direct the gaze of the agent.

scene, the object to recognize will be present with a highly distracting background,

saliency-wise.

Considering the saliency of the focus points a priori , we expect our system to

randomly explore the entire image, following the intensity order of the points of interest

(see Figure 7). So, our goal is to limit this exploration only to the targeted object to

recognize. That way, we expect two consequences: first, we should improve the speed

rate of the algorithm by reducing the number of focus points explored. Second, we

should improve the recognition rate of the system by reducing the number of unwanted

analyzed local views and thus the possibilities of mistakes.

In order to learn the scanpath, we propose the model as shown in Figure 7. For the

sake of readability, only the y dimension is represented in the figure. Each focus point is

coded in a neural map (c), which is the winner of a global competition between all the

salient points in (b). In the figure, the group labeled (d) is an inhibition of return which

insures the sequential exploration of all the points. Indeed, the focus point explored at

the next iteration is the one whose saliency is the highest, after to the currently explored

point.

Although, at the same iteration, an immediate inhibition gives the next focus

point, coded in the group (e), while a simple translation represents the relative distance
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between the current and the next focus point. Actually, the group (e) codes the saccade

to make from the current point in order to reach the next one.

During the Training phase, similarly to what we utilizes in section 4.1, a local view

is extracted around the current focus point and its signature is categorized by a SAW

group, labeled (g) in the figure. Then an LMS supervised learning group (h) associates

this local view to the saccade to reach the next focus point.

In short, we consider the scanpath followed during the training phase as optimal

(when the object is presented isolated and centered). Then, we wish to reproduce it

when the object is presented in a cluttered scene with other unknown items.

During the test phase, when the system recognizes a local view similar to what has

been learned, the LMS gives the saccade to reach the point that have been explored

during the training phase for the same local view. In Figure 7, the group (h), insures

that the saccade is made respective to the position of the currently explored point.

Finally, we use a WTA mechanism to regulate the balance between a learned and a

random exploration. In practice, we would favor the learned point over the naturally

salient one by increasing the weight of the connection coming from the group (i).

5. Experiments

In this section, we are conducting three evaluations:

(i) The comparison of performance when using three different types of representations

for the object description(where-only, what-only or what-where fusion)

(ii) The computational complexity evaluation compared to a massively parallel system

(iii) The evaluation of the benefits and limits of a saccade control strategy

Those experiments have been carried out on a Linux platform with an Intel Core

i5-6300HQ, with four cores cadenced at 3.6GHz, 16GB RAM. For the AVA model, the

active exploration of an image according to a given context is performed at around 10Hz.

5.1. Dataset and performance measurement

We evaluate our model on a modified version of the dataset used in [61]. The latter is

interesting for our application, as it presents isolated centered objects for training, as

well as cluttered natural scenes for testing.

For the training dataset, we simplified the original one to keep only objects of

similar dimensions, resulting in 110 640x480 shots equally divided in 5 classes : Apple,

Teddybear, Truck Toy, Salt and Vase. The objects are taken from various angles

segmented and presented in the center of a black background. The Test dataset consists

of 41 cluttered shots containing multiple objects present in a natural scene (see Figure

8).

Because the AVA model outputs the predicted object center of mass, we consider

a result a true positive if the predicted position falls within the ground-truth bounding
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Figure 8. Dataset used for the evaluation of the model: (Left) Examples of the

5 object classes, shot from various angles, on a black background. (Right) Natural

cluttered scenes used for Testing.

box and the correct object class is output. The same way, a result is considered a false

positive if the predicted center falls into the ground-truth bounding box but the object

is mistaken with another one, or if a prediction is out of any region delimited by a

ground-truth. We calculate the recall and precision from the true/false positives and

the ground-truth and finally, evaluate the global accuracy performance of the system

with the F1 score (or f-score) [62] defined as follows:

F1 = 2.
precision.recall

precision + recall
(3)

5.2. Evaluation of the what-where robustness

The purpose of the following experiment is to highlight the robustness of a sensorimotor

approach when recognizing an object class. As stated previously, we consider that

the object recognition is performed through the accumulation of the joint information

of where we looked and what we saw. However, we question here whether a simpler

representation would be enough to successfully recognize a target. For that we compare

three types of representation for a given object: during the visual exploration, we

accumulate:

• the ’where’ information (the locations of the saccades)

• the ’what’ information (the visual content at the fixation)

• both above informations, merged into a ’what-where’ tensor as in section 4.2

As illustrated in Figure 5, each representation is evaluated independently by a

standard supervised classifier. In our case, we used the same learning module as in

section ?? this time to train specific neurons (or ”view cells”) to respond to a given

object category.
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To help the system generalize, we artificially generated some new data (i.e data

augmentation) to take into account variations in scale. We created additional images

with ratios of 0.7 and 1.3 of their original values, which lead to a total of around 300

images for training. From those images, we set our system to learn in one-shot each

local view, and store each one of them on one neuron of the first model stage. We define

our virtual fovea as a circular region of 40 pixels radius. With around 10 fixations

per training image, we code the dictionary of local views on 2500 neurons. A 2D map

of 220x160 neurons predicts the object localization, following the process described in

section 4.1. For the object recognition, we encode the train images (i.e. object views) on

300 neurons and classify them with 5 neurons representing the different classes. During

the test phase, we set the tolerance of our recognition process low enough to generalize,

in other terms to extrapolate to the new data.

The image exploration should interrupt if :

- it reaches an arbitrary upper limit of 50 saccades, which we estimated should allow

the agent to cover the whole image in the majority of cases.

- the recognition confidence would reach an arbitrary threshold that would make the

system successfully recognize an object.

Figure 9 shows the recall, precision and the accuracy for all three representations.
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Figure 9. Evaluation of the where, what and what-where representation. (a) and (b)

Precision and Recall measured for each five object classes. (c) Average accuracy f-score

for three different internal representations. Merging the what and where informations

provides the best results. (d) Confusion matrices for each internal representations.

Relying on the where-only or what-only leads to confusions between object classes.

The what-where representation removes ambiguities and results in a better accuracy.

First of all, it is worth noticing that none of the representations succeed to detect
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the first object (apple). It is mainly due to the absence of stable focus points on this

particular object and specific texture which make it difficult to detect (lack of corners,

uniform texture). Thus, the comparative results will be based on the other objects.

The lowest accuracy is obtained by relying only on where the information is

retrieved (i.e. location of the saccade). For an active perception system, it is actually

possible to correctly detect an object using the motor path as the only information (as

showed by the non-null Recall and Precision rate, Figure 9.a-b). However, this criteria

is not differentiating enough between classes and the objects are often mixed up (see

confusion matrix, Figure 9.d).

We should keep in mind that we are dealing with an object detection problem.

Indeed, the system can miss an object present in the scene and does not always give

an answer. So in the case of a non detection, the object is neither a True nor a False

positive, and it won’t appear in the confusion matrix.

A ’bag-of-words’-like approach proves effective in limited cases. In particular,

because all the features are collected globally in the image, the system fails to deal

with the ambiguity brought by multiple objects in the scene. Object like the teddybear

and vase offer rich textures and details that prove useful for the detection, but also are a

source of confusion when a local view may belong to several class (see confusion matrix

Figure 9.d).

The sensorimotor representation (what-where) proves to be the most accurate for

the object recognition (Figure 9.c). It removes the ambiguities encountered when dealing

with only one type of information and helps for the object localization (the respective

recall is the highest in this experiment, Figure 9.a) with less confusion between classes.

5.3. Comparison with an parallel processing system (DNN)

For the following evaluation we want to highlight the capabilities of a bio inspired

process such as the AVA model compared to a massively parallel computing system.

We will assess its detection effectiveness in terms of accuracy and its computational

requirements both in training and inference.

By extension, we believe those aspects should mirror the suitability of a particular

method for an autonomous system in an open world.

We compare here the AVA model to the Single Shot Detection model (SSD)

proposed by Liu et al. [13] which is a state-of-the-art algorithm for object detection.

Like similar other architectures [14, 15, 63], it is a Deep Neural Network method

which performs a simultaneous localization and identification of the object from a

forward pass after several stages of convolutional layers. Those models consider the

object location extraction as a regression task, where convolutional layers learn to

predict multiple bounding boxes that fit an observed object from a predetermined

bounding box, called prior in the SSD model. An object is detected as far as the

confidence of detection exceeds an arbitrary threshold set in a softmax layer (=0.6 in

the original implementation). Then a non-maximum suppression operation keeps the
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Figure 10. Images used to train the SSD model. The training examples have been

generated from the segmented object inserted into random natural backgrounds. In

addition, we resort to data augmentation, that presents the object rotated, scaled or

cropped in the scene.

most prominent response as the final answer.

5.3.1. Training

Such a small dataset as in 5.1 is particularly a challenge for Deep network-like models,

well known to learn on a substantial amount of data. Seemingly, an efficient training

implies providing enough variety in the learned examples to avoid overfitting.

Because the training dataset always presents the examples on the same uniform

background, we artificially generated 14000 images from the original 110 segmented

training object by inserting them into a set of 40 random natural scenes and then

applying some data augmentation where each object has been cropped, rotated and

scaled (see section ?? for the parameters of the data augmentation). Considering the

implicit additional data augmentation that comes with the original implementation of

the SSD framework [64], we can estimate that a total of around 45000 images where

used to train the model offline. Figure 10 illustrates some examples of resulting images.

We only trained the specific SSD layers (transfer learning), as the implementation we

used was based on a VGG-16 backbone [19] pre-trained on Imagenet-COCO [65].

5.3.2. Inference

When evaluating both the AVA and SSD models on the dataset, we obtain the results

illustrated in Figure 11. The AVA model is more successful in finding an object, when

each class is considered individually (see Recall rate Figure 11.a) However, the SSD

model outperforms the AVA model in terms of overall F-score accuracy (Figure 11.d).

As stated in the previous evaluation, the AVA performances are intrinsically linked

to the extraction of point of interest. Indeed, it appears that the objects presenting the
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Figure 11. Accuracy performance test of vs SSD. (a) and (b) Precision and Recall

measured for each five object classes. The AVA model seems more likely to detect

the ’objectness’ of the items while the SSD model performs a better recognition. (c)

Confusion matrices : The SSD model detects at least once each object, but tend to

be more subject to confusion betwen classes. (d) Overall, the SSD model outperforms

the AVA model which obtains an accuracy of 0.44 compared to 0.48 for SSD

MAC operations Train examples Epochs

SSD model 31*109 45000 3

AVA model 1,02*109 (average) 300 1 (one-shot)

Table 1. Comparison of the computational complexity. By design, the AVA model

does not need to compute the same amount of data per frame. Considering a successful

detection using around 10 saccades in average, we estimate the above mentioned

number of MAC operations. We observe the same discrepancy for the training phase,

with a substantial difference in the number of required training examples. The SSD

model has been trained until convergence.
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richest textures (teddybear and vase) are the most easily found. On the opposite, the

system fails to detect the apple, mostly due to the lack of sharp angles and its quite

uniform texture.

On the other hand, the SSD model succeeds to find at least once each object,

displaying robustness to position, rotation, scale variation, and occlusion. The Precision

rate (Figure 11.b) tends to emphasize the better recognition capabilities of the DNN.

Intuitively, the multiple feature maps extracted by the CNN offer a richer description

of the object than the what-where representation used here.

In our tests, we observed that the generation of artificial images has a major impact

on the SSD ability to detect the presence of an object in the image (also described as

”objectness” in [66]). Hence, the purpose of having numerous training examples is to

provide enough variety and prevent the learning process from overfitting on a particular

background. The data augmentation plays a significant part in the class recognition

itself, once an object is pinpointed. Naturally, a particular type of data augmentation

provides the system with some robustness to the respective transformation (for instance,

zooming in/out on an object in the original training images allows the system to be

robust to scale changes during the inference).

By design, the AVA model doesn’t process as much data during the inference. As

such, it doesn’t need as much variety in its learning examples (for instance, the model

intrinsically deals with possible occlusions as it only processes small parts from the

object). As summarized in the table 1, this results in a substantial size difference of

the learning data. For this particular experiments, we observe a 150 size ratio between

the learning datasets used by both methods, and the AVA internal mechanisms allow

to learn in one shot only.

We observe the same discrepancy in computational complexity. We evaluate it by

measuring the number of multiply-accumulate operations (MAC) realized after detecting

an object. This quantity remains constant for the SSD architecture as it computes each

input image the same way. For the AVA model, the number of operations varies with the

complexity of the scene (i.e. the available focus points, whether they cover an interesting

region, the saliency order). Nevertheless, we observed an average of 10 saccades needed

to detect an object with the AVA model, and we measured that it computes around 5%

of MAC operations compared to its counterpart (see table 1).

The latter underlines how both methods differ in processing the data. In reality,

the DNN-based model massively computes every location of the image in parallel and

is able to detect multiple object at the end of a single forward pass. The AVA model

only processes small parts of the scene and focuses on a particular target (see Figure 6

that shows how the system focuses on one particular target, or recursively on multiple

objects). This makes it more suitable for point-and-reach -like operations or general

applications where an actual target is defined. Also, it assumes that the agent can

incrementally gather information that is not available at the moment. The confusion

matrix in Figure 11.c also underlines how the AVA model tends to be more conservative

than the SSD model, which achieves a better overall accuracy but is more subject to
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confusion between object classes.

5.4. Evaluation of a Top-down saccade control

The purpose of the following experiment is to show how a saccade control strategy can

optimize the scanpath and help towards a more effective recognition. (as discussed in

3.1 and 4.4 ). In the previous experiments with the AVA model, the system explored

the focus points in a semi-random fashion following a bottom-up based visual saliency.

As a result, it may have also processed unnecessary focus points that were not helpful

in recognizing the object (typically points belonging to the background). We believe a

correct object recognition is possible with a parsimonious number of saccade, so that

actually computing the whole set of focus points should not be mandatory [26, 27].

A similar work has been carried out by Bicanski et al. [67] modeling ocular

movements from one-shot learning mechanisms with grid cells. They obtained

interesting results where the ocular scanpath help recognize an image within a few

saccades. However, their results did not express the benefits of a controlled scanpath

when generalizing to new data, as they evaluated their system on the learning examples.

We will now expose how the system behaves on various sets of data beginning with

a simple toy example. Then we will evaluate the generalization capabilities by testing its

behavior with complex images. In order to expose the effect of a controlled saccade we

purposely favored the proposed location to guide the gaze over the random exploration

by weighing accordingly both streams in a WTA mechanism.

First, we train and test the system on 640x480 images captured in real-time from

a USB camera. The systems learns an object view and its respective scanpath from a

single shot (here, a pen in Figure 13.a). To test the recognition, the objects are presented

on a uniform background and moved around by hand without too much variation. That

way, an new object will differ too much from a learning example (besides inherent small

changes in illumination, rotation, scale). Nevertheless this simple setup illustrates how

the gaze focuses on the target object (the pen), as well as other foreign items (packages,

chewing-gum) (see Figure 13.b).

Figure 13.c illustrates the system behavior when it follows the learned scanpath.

Once the simulated fovea inspects a part that belongs to a known object (the pen), the

saccade control system guides the gaze from a local view to the next and the scanpath

remains on the target. Thus, focusing on a single object allows to reduce the total

number of explored focus point, speeding up at the same time the processing of the

image.

The following shows how the system behaves on a set of complex images from the

dataset (5.1) . Figure 14 illustrates the evolution of the recognition rate of the five

different objects with each saccade. The individual object recognition is described by

the activities of the ’what’ neuron (see Figure 5) accumulated during the exploration

of the whole image. This information translates into the current system confidence

to recognize an object. As the agent gaze process the image randomly, we observed
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some ’plateau’ in the activity evolution of the recognition neurons. In absolute terms,

an optimal recognition for a given object would translate into a steady increase of its

respective neuron. For instance, in Figure 14.a, the consecutive analysis of the focus

points 3, 10, 18 and 39 would make the neuron activity build up until the recognition

threshold without interruption. Indeed in Figure 14.b, the cascade control strategy

makes the system explore those focus points earlier, resulting in a faster recognition (in

25 cascades instead of 39). In addition, with a controlled scanpath the system naturally

avoid some parts of the image that are a source of confusion (in Figure 14.a, the 35th

saccade actually mislead the system toward the presence of an apple).

However, Figure 12 summarizes how the proposed strategy to control the scanpath

fails to improve the performances at the global level. With an exploration following the

bottom-up saliency of the image, the average number of performed saccades revolves

around 20 before succeeding to find its target. The scanpath control actually results in

longer explorations for some images of the dataset. As a result, the average number of

saccades performed for the whole test set seems globally unaffected. It appears that the

system does not have the ability to react accordingly if a misinterpretation is somehow

introduced at the beginning of a scan path, as shown in Figure 15, and this local mistake

is transmitted to the rest of the scanpath. With the gaze guided to erroneous areas, the

system is more subject to perform a wrong recognition at the end of the exploration,

accumulating local views from the background or foreign items. Indeed, small mistakes

have been induced during the whole evaluation and the global f1 accuracy performances

are actually lower with the proposed particular saccade control.

6. Discussion and directions forward

This paper focuses on active vision, tackling the problem from the computational

resource constraints. In the first experience, we exploit a random exploration strategy

of the focus points as a good trivial heuristic between an exhaustive process and a very

object-selective inspection, With that strategy, the AVA architecture illustrates how a

general active model could be effective to detect multiple objects in a complex visual

scene. It reveals resource-efficient by only exploiting a small part the original image

for the object recognition (sampling an average of only 10% of the original input),

and around 1% of the architecture is dedicated to the visual feature extraction process

(represented by a convolution of four Gabor filters).

This small amount of resources allocated to characterize the visual input allows

training the system in an online incremental fashion. In addition, learning from small

local views makes the model all the more suited to deal with occlusions as far as the

visible part of the object have been available during the training phase (see Figure 16).

Hence, we underline a first advantage of integrating a ’motor’ pathway in a recognition

model for an active recollection of data: it increases the capabilities of the perceptual

system whether it is for reducing the computational load with attention mechanisms

[34, 35], or to have access to additional data that would remove any ambiguities for
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Figure 12. Accuracy performance evaluation of the AVA model, with/without saccade

control (learned scanpath). (a) Precision, Recall and f1-score accuracy between the

system with a random exploration of the focus points (blue) or with a saccade control

(red). The proposed strategy globally does not have effect on the average number of

saccade performed, while it seems to impact negatively the recognition performances.

(b) Confusion matrices: the learned scanpath does not seem to improve the precision,

and induces false detection that did not occur without saccade control. (c) for a

random exploration, the number of saccades required for a correct object recognition

revolves around 20 saccades (only the case where the object has been found before the

maximum number of saccades is represented here). With the scanpath control, the

system actually performs more saccades on particular images, thus failing to improve

the global performances.

the recognition process [68, 69]. Secondly, the saccades provide a spatial information

(’where’) whose incorporation in the object representation proves effective for a robust

recognition. Here, we use the ’where’ information naturally provided by the ’motor’

pathway to build a coherent representation of the object from raw visual perceptions as

’what’ that an exhaustive approach tend to loose [70]. This representation proves more

accurate than a ”bag-of-feature”- like approach, robust to noisy and dense environment,

where the presence of local views does not necessarily mean a coherent object (see Figure

17). This notion of spatial consistency, goes within similar lines with [71, 72] that also
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Figure 13. Toy example illustrating the proposed control of saccades. (a) An

object (”pen”) is learned from 9 saccades. The blue circles represent the local views

processed by the ”virtual” fovea exploring the image and the attached numbers shows

the sequential order of the scan path. The light green arrows represent the learned

scanpath. Then, the same object is to be found in another image in the presence

of various other ’disruptive’ items (chewing gum, packages,...) (b) With a random

exploration the system explores a few focus points belonging to the plastic package,

and the pack of chewing-gum. In fact, three saccades on the actual object (N.1-4-9)

lead to a correct detection (c) With the saccade control, once a first focus point on the

actual object is processed, the following scanpath remains on it and lead to the same

number of processed local views for a correct recognition.

underlined the importance of a relationship between higher-level features.

In short, we simply believe that even if the primary motivation of an active system is

an economical strategy, it should be also natural to make use of the available additional

information for understanding what it sees.

However, this technique requires to explore the image long enough to actually see

the target at some point. Also, we duly note that the evident sequential aspect of this

approach implies the impossibility to parallelize the process. Somehow, a trade-off has

to be found as the advantages brought by the active vision must compensate for the lost

time. Thus in a second phase, we introduced a possible strategy to infer a scanpath,

in an attempt to perform the object detection in a more controlled and effective way.

The method proposed here is the direct associative learning from a bottom-up factor

(a local low-level visual stimulus, represented in the local view). As such, it is highly

dependent on its local perception.

Based on these observations, we review below some thoughts about the limitations

of our architecture and reflect on ways to improve its performances.
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Figure 14. illustration of the proposed saccade control on the Office dataset. (a) The

system randomly explores the scene and four saccades have been actually useful for

the correct recognition of the teddybear object (N. 3-10-18 and 39), while a total of 40

saccades have been necessary (b) with a the saccade control, the same useful saccades

are performed earlier (respectively here at N. 3-3-14 and 24) leading to only 25 saccades

performed in total. However, while the teddybear has been correctly recognized, it is

worth noticing that the vase obtained a better recognition rate in the second case,

implying an exposition to false detections.

(i) Improve the model recognition capabilities

The accent put on the active aspect of the inference throughout this work should

not diminish the importance of the local recognition from informative enough visual

features. Hence, a perfect agent should be able to quickly recognize its target from

a single glimpse, in particular for time-consuming considerations (see above).

Nevertheless, we simply prefer to consider a pessimistic scenario where the single-

shot recognition fails.

That being said, we do acknowledge the contribution of a more effective

characterization of the local view for a better global object recognition [26, 25, 73].

(ii) Extend the range of possible actions

The general approach we presented here does not free itself from the paradigm of

learning an object from single views [74, 37, 36] and in this method, it is very difficult

to generalize over transformations or views inexistent during the training phase

without relying on some artificial data augmentation. This property is also found

with other passive/exhaustive approaches that would have no other choice than to
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Figure 15. illustration of the proposed saccade control the negative impact on the

Office dataset. (a) The system randomly explores the scene and four saccades have

been actually useful for the correct recognition of the salt object (N. 3-7-16 and 20),

while a total of 20 saccades have been necessary (b) with a the saccade control, the

same useful saccades are performed later (respectively here at N. 3-8-21 and 29) leading

to 30 saccades performed in total. It appears the system mistakes from saccade 13 and

follows a wrong scanpath in order to find a wrong object (vase).

Figure 16. The AVA model succeeds to detect partially visible objects
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(a) (b)

Figure 17. a) Visual exploration of an image to find the object in the center (a ”pen”)

b) 2-D map of the neural responses responsible of the object localization. While each

processed local view generates a localization prediction, the spatial coherence of the

’pen’ integrated responses induces a stronger activity that wins the competition for

the object localization.

go through the whole space of possibilities during training [75]. By comparison, a

deep neural network [13], obtained similar results on the dataset used in this work,

with a data augmentation that multiplied by 70 the original number of learning

examples and with a rather large dictionary of visual feature (5330 filters). An

improvement in the paradigm of active perception, should be to extend the range

of the possible actions of the system, here only restricted to the data recollection

process. Internal mechanisms could help the matching process between the new

example and the learned prototype for a better identification [76, 77]. More than

generalizing, the system would be able to recognize the transformation itself.

(iii) Regulate the training phase

In our application case, we forced our system to learn from the object view in one

shot, with one neuron dedicated to code its respective local view, thus memorized as

a prototype in our architecture for a further matching-like operation. It is coherent

with a robotic application in an open world, where the agent has limited time to

learn online from a single example. While we lower the recognition tolerance as a

way of regularization, this approach however is inherent with over fitting to that

single example. But learning is more than a direct association between whatever

elements through memory and we are obviously looking for prediction to generalize

to situations beyond particular examples previously observed in the past [78]. A

first solution to lighten the strong relation between the recognition process and a

learned prototype would be to avoid single-shot learning, for the system to spread

the recognition over several training examples.

The same way, a second solution would be to spread the activity of the recognition

over a sparse population code [79, 80].

(iv) Countervailing the determinism of a reflex action

Simply put, the direct associative learning presented here for the control of the next
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saccade is similar to a conditioning from a given visual stimulus. Therefore, the

decision of moving the gaze to the next location is solely dependent of the current

local view and such a deterministic mechanism can induce errors when the agent is

subject to a false local recognition, as seen in Figure 14 and 15. We consider that

insuring a correct interpretation of the local visual information 100% of the time is

likely to be unachievable in a complex real-world scenario. In the situation of an

agent starting from an agnostic state, its first glimpse is primordial, as it defines

the basis of the expectation for the rest of the exploration, thus defining a strong

bias for the initialization of the scanpath. But a bias implies confidence, which, if

misplaced, will induce negative repercussion for the rest of the scanpath by leading

the gaze to wrong areas of the image and affect the global accuracy performance of

the system. Hence, the inevitable case of a local mistake in the recognition process

shows the local view and the decision process should be somehow independent [81].

It is important to notice that animals rarely find themselves without a contextual

task. Their suppositions a priori are useful to lead its decision and more particularly

its saccade movements [82]. The system should be driven by the task or a high-level

belief of an expected object. This is consistent with the assumption of a target item

considered as a top-down factor in a predictive approach [83], where the local views

are collected in order to reinforce this assumption by maximizing the recognition

of the object [32, 84] or reducing an entropy-like measure [33, 85].

From the existing AVA model, the feedback loop for object selection should be

used as a feedback bias representing the target item to seek, or any other top-

down motivation. Furthermore, even in the case of a correct local assumption, a

deterministic saccade is not robust to occlusions, so the system should consider a

broader range of possible location. Rather than guiding the gaze to a single point,

the saccade control should increase the attractiveness of a larger area, modeling a

2D map of bayesian priors.

(v) Balancing the effects of bottom-up vs top-down

Focusing the visual inspection on a target object is obviously beneficial as it

rejects the erroneous focus points belonging to the background or irrelevant objects.

Nevertheless, such an approach can be seen as too ”conservative” [50] regarding the

information recollection, and the system might neglect interesting data out of its

visual exploration area. This is consistent with observations highlighting that global

context gives hints to guide the eye gazing of humans patients [3]. Yet another open

question is whether the explicit goal of the agent should be to seek an exclusive

target, or more broadly put, to expand its knowledge of the visual environment

based on global contextual low-level features [86] or an intrinsic motivation [87, 88].

As stated in [89], we do agree that an active approach for perception systems is

crucial today for an autonomous agent, likely to face large-scaled cognition tasks in

an open and complex world. Understanding the world involves interacting with it.

Therefore an active perception is to be understood as more than a data acquisition [90].
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Perceiving and recognizing an object is fundamentally a dynamic process where actions

(at different levels) are at the forefront. A sensori-motor approach for visual recognition

is important to learn correlations between actions and sensations [91, 92, 93].
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